
Evaluating Singability

 One of the most important factors that determine 
the preservation of melodies

 < 0.15 is an ideal value.


Line Syllable Count Distance

 Some sections call for the high repetition of 
phonemes (e.g., rhyme) while others do not

 We decomposed lyrics for each section into 
phonemes and grouped them as bi-grams. This 
value, called pho, gets lower when the repetition 
degree is high. 




Phoneme Repetition Similarity

 Musically similar sections share similar linguistic 
features such as
 Choice of phoneme

 Degree of phoneme repetition (e.g., rhyme

 We plotted matrices to represent the self-
dissimilarity in these aspects. These matrices look 
highly similar across different languages when 
singably translated. Therefore, the distances 
between matrices are smaller than those between 
non-singably translated pairs.


Musical Structure Distance

 Singable lyric translation pairs show high pho 
correlations.

Self-dissimilarity matrix using “Icy” by ITZY
Line-wise and section-wise semantic similarity matrix between Japanese and Korean versions of  

“Wie wird man seinen Schatten los?”

Evaluating Semantics

 Our calculation is based on the cosine similarity 
between embeddings generated by a pre-trained 
sentence embedding model

 We propose evaluating on a section-by-section basis 
rather than on a line-by-line basis as it is closer to 
real world translation practices.


Semantic Similarity

Singable Lyric Translation

 The goal is to sing in another language and not 
necessarily deliver the exact meaning

 Translating lyrics, unlike conventional translation 
tasks, requires a delicate balance between 
singability and semantics. 
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Dataset Construction

 We compared statistical results on singable lyric 
translation dataset with those on internet-sourced 
non-singable lyric translation data.

 We collected singable lyric translation dataset, 
aligned line-by-line and section-by-section, across 
English, Japanese, and Korean.

Dissimilarity in the 
choice of phonemes


(‘    ’ denotes the 
concatenation of text)

Dissimilarity in the degree 
of phoneme repetition


